
 NATIONAL LAW UNIVERSITY DELHI
PROJECT 39A

Re-advertised Call For Quotations For Making Three(3) Short Documentary Films For

Project 39A, National Law University Delhi

1. Date of invitation of quotations: October 18, 2021
2. Last date of submission of quotations: 1 pm on October 28, 2021

** Please note that the vendors who had applied previously for this tender need not apply again as they
will be considered while opening of the tender **

National Law University, Delhi invites sealed quotations from competent filmmaking
companies/filmmakers for creation of three(3) short documentaries for Project 39A.

The quotation is required to be submitted in a sealed cover to the Registrar, National Law University Delhi,
Sector- 14, Dwarka, New Delhi – 110078 as to reach the University on or before 1.00 P.M on October 28 ,
2021 duly superscripting “Quotation for creating three(3) Short Documentaries’ for Project 39A” on
the top of sealed envelope. The quotation tender box is available at the university’s reception where
quotation/tender is to be dropped.

About the Project:
Project 39A is looking to produce three (3) short documentaries of 8-15 minutes each which highlights
the different facets of the death penalty debate in India. The broad themes we intend to cover are :
(i) Role of the media in covering and shaping the death penalty discourse.
(ii) Juvenility and the death row.
(iii) Wrongful conviction and the death penalty.

The films will consist of interviews and other relevant footage along with animations and motion graphics
portraying statistics and other data. The final products need to be sound designed, colour graded and
exported in international formats. For this purpose, we seek to engage a professional company to shoot,
edit and distribute the documentary films.

Tasks (Scope of Work): The filmmaker/company is expected to:
1. Identify key stakeholders of the death penalty cases in India – lawyers, judges, academics,

activists, jail officers, prisoners and families of prisoners.
2. Submit a pre-production treatment to Project 39A.
3. Record video interviews and other footage required to produce the films.
4. Provide completed documentaries (3) to Project 39A six(6) months from the date of the work

order.
5. Undertake the post-production in consultation with Project 39A.
6. Identify and approach channels to distribute the films.
7. Send the films to national and international film festivals (if applicable).
8. The proposed films must be shot on full HD or 4K video cameras, DSLRs or Mirrorless cameras.
9. The interviews and other audio recordings must be done using lapel and shotgun microphones and

zoom recorders.



Technical specifications: Proposals from filmmaking companies/filmmaker who can fulfill the above
mentioned tasks(scope of work) and who qualify the following technical criteria are invited to send
quotations:

1. The company must have at least 5 years of experience in writing, storyboarding, shooting,
directing and producing documentaries.

2. Past experience of working on issues of criminal justice, particularly the death penalty is a must.
3. The company must have the experience of creating at least 5 films in the feature and short

documentary formats.
4. The members of the company must have won awards or screened films at prestigious national and

international film festivals.
5. The company or its members must have received government funding for at least one of their

films.
6. The company must have published their products on recognized platforms with a viewership of not

less than 2 lakhs.
7. Any existing footage or finished product with the death row prisoners, the family of death row

prisoners, events related to the death penalty and interviews with stakeholder is highly preferable.
8. The company is required to submit earnest money of Rs.16,000 (Sixteen Thousand Only) in the

form of Demand Draft in the name of Registrar, National Law University, Delhi in the technical
bid envelope.

Financial Bid: This financial bid has to be submitted in the given format as in Annexure B.
Submission of quotations:

1. The interested vendors are required to submit their technical and financial bid separately in two
sealed envelopes.

2. The technical and financial bids shall be sealed and marked separately, and is to be sent together in
a bigger sealed envelope on the address specified below.  Please note that the Earnest money
Demand draft should be sent in the technical bid envelope only.

3. In the technical bids, applicants shall submit the information asked on their letterhead providing all
information specified in Annexure A.  

4. All quotations must be sent to the Registrar, National Law University Delhi, Sector- 14,
Dwarka, New Delhi – 110078. It should reach the University on or before 1.00 P.M on October
28, 2021 duly superscripting quotation for “Quotation for creating three(3) Short
Documentaries for Project 39A” on the top of the sealed envelope. The quotation tender box is
available at the University’s reception where quotations are to be dropped.

5. All quotations received (by post) after the deadline will not be considered.

Selection procedure:
1. The selection committee shall first evaluate the technical bids received from all applicants, as per

the specifications mentioned in this call.
2. The applicants who would qualify as per technical evaluation criteria will only be considered as

technically responsive. The rest would be considered technically non-responsive and would be
dropped from the list.

3. Financial bids will be opened for only eligible and technically responsive applicants. The final
selection shall be done on the least cost basis.

Sd/-
Registrar



ANNEXURE A: TECHNICAL BID

(ON LETTERHEAD WITH SIGNATURE AND STAMP ON EACH PAGE)

I, hereby confirm that I have read the tender carefully about this project along with the expected tasks and I
confirm that I am able to produce the three(3) short documentaries, if selected.
I also confirm that I shall be able to meet the timeline of six(6) months as mentioned in this tender and
shall produce the drafts of the films and submit them for Executive Director's final approvals. I understand
that if the final films are not found to be satisfactory then the payment shall not be made and the entire
tender will be withdrawn.

I am also providing the below information and documents which is true and correct to my knowledge and
agree to it:

● Evidence of proof of the clauses 1-7 of the technical specifications.
● The earnest money of Rs.16,000 (Sixteen Thousand Only) in the form of Demand Draft.
● Copy of PAN attached.
● If the applicant is a company or a firm, a copy of registration certificate as per existing norms

(indicating the legal status- company/ partnership firm/ proprietorship concern, etc.
● Copy of ITR and Balance sheet of last 3 years.
● Samples of previous work done in pen drive.
● I will abide by the proposed timeline for completion of this assignment along with the payment

schedule stipulated in the work order
● National Law University, Delhi holds the right to withdraw the tender if the need arises with no

intimation or assigning any reason.

Authorized Signature: ___________________

Name of the Authorized person: ______________

Name of the company: _______________

Address of the company: ______________

Contact Number: ______________

E-mail Id: ______________



ANNEXURE B: FINANCIAL BID

(ON LETTERHEAD WITH SIGNATURE AND STAMP)

Assignment Combined cost of
Production of Three(3)
documentaries of 8-15

minutes each.
(Rs.)

Applicable taxes
(In Rs)

Total cost inclusive of
taxes  of Three(3)

documentaries
(Rs,)

Production of Three(3)

documentary films of

8-15 minutes each.

I/We hereby state that I/we are submitting the quotation and agree to the following terms and
conditions:

1. I am submitting this quotation after carefully going through the project and the tasks that I am
expected to perform as mentioned in the tender document published by the University. If selected,
I would be providing my services as asked in the tender with no extra hidden costs.

2. The draft of the produced documentary has to be approved by the Executive Director, only then
the task would be considered as completed. If the final produced documentary is not found to be
satisfactory, then the payment shall not be made and the entire tender can be withdrawn.

3. National Law University, Delhi holds the right to withdraw the tender if the need arises with no
intimation or assigning any reason.

Authorized Signature: ___________________

Name of the Authorized person: ______________

Name of the company: _______________

Address of the company: ______________

Contact Number: ______________

E-mail Id: _____________


